
Moving Around Pender (MAP) AGM

Regular Meeting Minutes:   Saturday December 5th, 2020, 4:01-4:30 PM 

Location: Zoom 

Chair: Niall Parker,

Present: Peter Paré, Barry Mathias, Garth Anderson, Niall Parker, Lisa Baile, Peter Easthope, 
Dean Mills, Pricilla Maki, Shelagh Rinald, Dave Hargreaves 

Called to order at 4:01 pm

1. Agenda Approved
2. Minutes on Blog. Approved
3. Finance updated provided by Dave Hargreaves

4. Pender Post for February Barry, 



5. School Trail (Barry):  Not heard back from Westbrook. Ferry costs paid by Peter Easthope 
but that has not stimulated a response. Peter P is working on getting License of Occupation.
Peter P has talked to MOTI. Pointed out that if it was a road ROW that was not road-side it 
would be easy. Said we could still do it but there would be more scrutiny than a non-road 
side trail. Since this affects their infrastructure, drainage, culverts etc

Peter E pointed out that an advantage of using a company like Westbrook is that it is an 
engineering company and MOTI is used to dealing with them. 

6. Car Stops: Barry pointed out that many people are standing at car stops. If they are 
wearing masks they tend to get lifts. Garth wondered if we are “allowed” to use car stops.  

7. George Hill East Trail.  Workshop for youth has been postponed or may be in New Year 
and may be that the classroom component will be online with field work being done on each
island with potentially online supervision by the course teacher. Shelagh asked about 
notifications for things like trail building course and she is now on the list. 

8. GINPR Liaison;  Niall reported that there is a new superintendent which will slow anything 
they do….. even more!

9. New Business
 Web site:  Niall reported that he had not made progress on this but will do so 

with Peter E.
 Amalgamation with other societies.  Peter E has floated the idea that there 

be amalgamation of MAP and PICA.  There was some discussion regarding 
this issue. Several members spoke against this since there may be conflict of 
PICA’s and MAP’s aims.  It was suggested that a MAP member could 
volunteer to be on PICA board as a liaison as Ursula used to do.  Peter E said 
he might volunteer. Barry said there was other mechanisms for closer 
cooperation between the organizations, like inviting PICA members to our 
meetings would contribute to this.  Lisa pointed that there were a lot of new 
people on PICA and suggested that she might ask Erin, the ED of PICA who 
from PICA might be invited to MAP meetings. Shelagh agreed that 
mechanisms of better communication would be good, short of amalgamation. 
Shelagh was suggested as the liaison person from MAP on PICA…
acclaimed!!

 Bike Repair Workshop. Pricilla. Postponed. Will have a display at the 
Driftwood to say it is coming post vaccine. Some discussion of content of 
workshop ensued.  Repairs is one topic but also conversion of regular bike to 
an e-bike. This was thought a good idea and Lisa volunteered her bike. Ken 
Marshall is involved in the plans for the bike workshop.  Pricilla is 
communicating with Ken Marshall.  Several possibilities for the workshop(s) 
were discussed including a raffle for whose bike gets to be converted in the 
workshop.

 Dean suggested a note back from MAP to Louisa about the Galiano Footprint 
project.  


